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Cultural Resources
Cultural resources can include historic districts, buildings, structures, sites, public works,
transportation corridors, archaeological sites, heritage areas, cultural landscapes,
objects and related built forms. Historic buildings, neighborhoods and landscapes
embody the intentions, assumptions and lives of those who built, lived, or worked in
them. They have stories to tell about what the community was and how it became what
it is, and that help us understand who we are. Preserving those stories can be an
important of building a healthy community. Planning and preservation work hand in
hand to ensure the conservation and preservation of cultural resources such as historic
buildings, housing, economic development, protection of historic landscapes and the
preservation and growth management of villages and the conservation of farmland.
When a city or county plans ahead to preserve a historic property, site or district before
other decisions have been reached, there is a greater likelihood of success.
In an era of profound change, the threat to non-renewable historic resources is
accelerating, requiring innovative planning solutions. According to the American
Planning Association, these threats include:







Diminishing funding for preservation at the federal and state levels.
The impact of transportation projects on cultural resources.
The private property rights movement and its attack on preservation programs.
Development resulting in either demolition or retention only of building facades.
Ignorance of archaeological resources.
Subordination of historic preservation to other design concerns.

Why Encourage Historic Preservation?


It preserves the historic, architectural and aesthetic character and heritage of a
community or area and helps to provide a sense of place of continuity. As sprawl
and roadside development make more and more places look the same, it
becomes important for communities to keep their identities intact. Even one or
two striking historic buildings can help to define a community and hint at its past.
If whole neighborhoods or rural areas can be preserved, the effect is that much
greater. The sense of history can contribute to community pride and to a better
understanding of the present.



It can add character and/or charm to a community and emphasize its
uniqueness. The preservation of old building, neighborhoods and landscapes
can determine the look of a community and may be an attraction for tourists as
well. If these elements are historically significant or unusual, they can be a
source of community pride and lead to other improvements.
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Why Preserve?
Preserving important aspects of our past gives us a sense of continuity and meaning.
Historic preservation efforts also can foster community pride. In addition to maintaining
a community’s distinctive character, cultural resource preservation also can lead to
tangible economic benefits. This could include increased tourism by retaining and
emphasizing the historic heritage of the city or county. An example of this are the novels
written by Vilhelm Moberg about Swedish life and heritage in the Chisago Lakes area.
Remnants of the early history of Chisago County are fast disappearing. There is little
evidence left of the earliest known history, as only one Indian mound is still visible,
although others may exist. About the only evidence left of the later Indian inhabitants is
the fact that Indian names are still in use, including the name of the county and some of
the lakes and streams.
The fur-trading era has left few identifiable signs, and the logging era has fared little
better. The Folsom House in Taylors Falls is a reminder of the logging years. Nevers
Dam was removed in 1955, and there is little at the site now to tell the story of this
phase of the county’s history to visitors in the area.
The heritage of the early settlers can best be seen in the small farms, villages, and rural
churches that dot the county. Much of the early transportation systems devised by
these settlers have survived, with few modifications. Some artifacts of this era have
been preserved, but many have been lost through the years.
It is this total heritage, which has created the type of environment that holds an appeal
for residents and newcomers that are drawn to the rural atmosphere. As Chisago
County grows, many of these qualities may be destroyed unless careful planning and
consideration is used in governing this growth. City and county planning commissions
are a key factor in the determination of what should be preserved in Chisago County,
and zoning is a useful tool in this respect.
Who Should Encourage Historic Preservation?
Several people might have an interest in encouraging historic preservation:
o Public officials and planners. Whether for economic or social reason, those who
make public policy have an interest in preserving community history and seeing
historic resources as a community asset.
o Owners of historic properties, including developers, businesses, industries, and
individual homeowners.
o Community developers. Historic properties can bring economic benefits and can
serve to start a turnaround in fortunes of a community.
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o Those likely to benefit from tourism. If historic preservation attracts tourists, then
those who serve them – hotels, bed and breakfasts, restaurant, museums,
shops, fuel stations – stand to benefit.
o The business community. Anything that draws people to the community,
increases community pride and satisfaction, creates jobs or increase investment
is good for business.
o History buffs. These are the people who are fascinated by history and who find
historic properties important in and of themselves for the window they open into
the past.
How Do You Encourage Historic Preservation?
There are several measures that communities and individuals can take to encourage
historic preservation: providing incentives, imposing regulations, providing help and
support to those engaged in preservation and for preservation itself, educating the
public and engaging in advocacy.
Incentives – An incentive is a benefit given to someone in order to encourage
him to do something specific. There are several kinds of incentives that can be used to
encourage historic preservation. Most incentives are cost related and include tax
incentives (credits, deductions and abatements). Other incentives include permit
waivers, exceptions to certain regulations and density bonuses.
Grants and loans – All levels of government and private organizations and
foundations offer grants for various kinds of preservation activities, or for the
preservation of specific kinds of structures or properties.
Regulations - If incentives are the carrot, regulations are the stick that can help
convince developers and other to preserve historic properties. Often the two are used
together in order to ensure preservation that is appropriate and competent.
Help and Support – There are several kinds of help and support for historic
preservation that do not involve money directly. Communities, organizations and
individuals can offer time, labor and other commodities to ease the preservation
process. These can range from technical assistance, help with bureaucratic filings and
issues and community volunteers.
Public Education
An important part of encouraging historic preservation is educating the public about its
importance. If a majority, or even a large minority, of a community’s citizens are
committed to preservation, the chances are that it will become an integral part of the
community’s planning.
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Gaining that commitment means getting information out in ways that people are likely to
pay attention to. The more different ways an idea can be presented, and the more
different channels that can be used to spread it, the larger the number of people that will
become aware of and respond to it.
Advocacy
Every one of the activities suggested to encourage historic preservation will take some
kind of advocacy. Those that depend on government – most incentives and all
regulations – have to be translated into policy and often into law. This means
convincing policy makers and/or lawmakers at some level, whether local, county, State
or U.S. Congress, that historic preservation is necessary and that measures for
protection are likely to be effective.
Preservation
Historic preservation efforts are strongest when they begin at the local level. Policy
makers and residents considering historic preservation often have several questions
about such activities. These may include:
How do you preserve historic buildings while encouraging growth?
How do you create programs that foster appropriate planning and development?
Are there sources of funding for preservation activities?
Participation in the Certified Local Government Program (CLG) is a way for a
community to get professional guidance and support to help shape its future. The CLG
Program was established through 1980 and 1992 amendments to the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966. The CLG is a cost-effective local, state and federal
partnership that is available to help local communities with historical preservation. CLG
supports and strengthens local preservation activities by assisting communities to
achieve their preservation goals through the development of an action plan. It is a
nationwide initiative that directly links a community’s preservation goals to state and
federal preservation programs. This program is a major source of support and guidance
for local communities by providing technical assistance and grants to local governments
that are committed to protecting their historic and architectural heritage for future
generations.
Local government can benefit from becoming a CLG in many ways. Certified Local
Governments receive technical assistance and services from the Minnesota Historic
Preservation Office. Training sessions for historic zoning commissioners and staff
persons can held on-site. Communities that are part of the CLG program benefit from
technical assistance, training and networking opportunities.
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A Certified Local Government has several responsibilities as part of the program.
These include:
 Establishing and maintaining a qualified Historical Preservation Commission.
 Maintaining a system for identifying historic properties.
 Enforcing appropriate legislation for the designation and protection of historic
properties.
 Providing for public participation in the local preservation program.
 Playing an expanded role in nominating properties to the National Register.
 Performing other agreed-upon functions delegated by the State Historic
Preservation Office.
County and regional land-use decisions about transportation, zoning and subdivisions
have direct and indirect effects on local efforts to preserve historic buildings,
archaeological sites or entire historic downtowns. To achieve the maximum possible
integration of preservation and planning, cities and counties should use a range of
preservation techniques and options. This means:
 At all levels of government, there is a need to work with the private sector,
independent organizations and citizens to increase awareness of, and to
acknowledge, protect and/or enhance historic resources.
 Communities and residents need to be encouraged to recognize the value of
historic resources as major contributors to the quality of life and to cultural vitality,
and as resources that both remind us about our past and provide stimulus to
economic vitality and the potential for tourism.
 Including preservation goals and policies into comprehensive plans and
reconciling and coordinating preservation policies with zoning and development
policies and regulations.
 Local governments should recognize that neighborhoods are dynamic objects
that evolve rather than remain fixed in time; therefore, they should support
preservation strategies that respect the heritage, context, design and scale of
older neighborhoods while recognizing the evolution of those neighborhoods’
built form.
The Minnesota Historical Society has designated four historical sites in Taylors Falls. It
is probable that other sites throughout the county should be identified and preserved.
The Chisago County Historical Society has collected, cataloged and documented some
early artifacts and should be encouraged to add to their collection.
As the County continues to grow and develop, there is concern for three cultural
resources in particular: archaeological properties, rural and agricultural heritage and
historic landscapes. Increased road and housing developments, as well as direct and
indirect impacts can affect all of these types of resources. It is the intent of this chapter
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to identify areas of significant cultural and historical resource value not to stop growth
from occurring in areas where significant cultural resources are located but to identify
incentives for development to occur in such a manner that the cultural resources are
preserved.
As Chisago County continues to experience growth pressure throughout the County,
preserving the area’s history will become increasingly important. The preservation of
historical resources is significant in developing and enhancing the county’s identity and
remembering past heritage. Chisago County recognizes the importance in preserving
the history and traditions of the area. Historical areas in need of preservation have
been identified and continue to be discovered throughout the County. Areas in need of
preservation include a variety of types ranging from buildings to cemeteries.
Historical Associations in Chisago County
There are a number of available organizations in Chisago County aiding in providing
communities with a sense of their historical place. The following is a list of active
historical organizations in Chisago County:
1. Minnesota Historical Society
2. Chisago County Historical Society
3. Taylors Falls Historical Society
4. Taylors Falls Heritage Preservation Commission
5. Lindstrom Historical Society
6. Amador Heritage Center
7. North Chisago Historical Society
8. Center City Heritage Preservation Commission
9. Wyoming Area Historical Society
10. Iron Horse Central Railroad Museum
11. Wild River State Park
12. Interstate State Park
National Register of Historic Places
The Minnesota Historical Society maintains a list of all Minnesota properties included in
the National Register of Historic Places. The following is a list of those locations located
in Chisago County that are included on the registry (as of a search of the National
Register of Historic Places conducted on July 14, 2016):
Anderson, Gustaf, House (added 1980 - Building #80002000)
Formerly known as Chisago County Historical
Society, 13045 Lake Blvd., Lindstrom
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Angel's Hill Historic District ** (added 1972 - District - #72000675)
Also known as Angel's Hill
Roughly bounded by Military Rd., Mill, Mulberry and Government Sts., Taylors Falls

Archeological Site No. 21CH23 (added 1989 - Site - #88003129)
Also known as 21CH23
Address Restricted, Taylors Falls - Amador Township

Carlson, J. C., House (added 1980 - Building - #80002004)
Bremer and 6th Sts., Rush City

Center City Historic District (added 1980 - District - #80001996)
Summit Ave., Center City
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Daubney, John, House (added 1980 - Building #80002008)
Oak and River Sts., Taylors Falls

Franconia Historic District (added 1980 - District - #80000406)
Roughly Cornelian, Summer and Henry Sts., Taylors Falls

Grant House (added 1980 - Building - #80002005)
4th St. and Bremer, Rush City

Interstate State Park CCC/WPA/Rustic Style
Campground ** (added 1992 - District - #92000638)
Also known as Interstate State Park
Off US 8 SW of Taylors Falls, Shafer Township,
Taylors Falls
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Interstate State Park WPA/Rustic Style Historic District (added 1992 - District - #89001664)
Also known as Interstate State Park
Off US 8, Taylors Falls

Larson, Frank A., House (added 1980 - Building #80002001)
Also known as Fridhem
Newell Ave., Lindstrom

Moody Barn (added 1980 - Building - #80001998)
Co. Hwy. 24, Chisago City

Munch, Paul, House ** (added 1976 - Building - #76001050)
Summer St., Taylors Falls

Munich-Roos House ** (added 1970-Building- #70000289)
Also known as Roos House
360 Bench St., Taylors Falls

Point Douglas to Superior Military Road: Deer Creek Section ** (added 1991 - Structure #90002200)
Also known as Point Douglas to St. Louis River Road
Off Co. Hwy. 16, St. Croix Wild River State Park, Amador Twp., Taylors Falls

Sayer House (added 1980 - Building - #80002002)
Co. Hwys. 30 and 9, Harris
Also known as: George Flanders House
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Taylors Falls Public Library
(added 1970 - Building - #70000290)
417 Bench St., Taylors Falls

Victor, Charles A., House (added 1980 - Building - #80002003)
30495 Park St., Lindstrom

In addition to the historical sites listed above, there are many locations of cultural
interest in Chisago County. They include:
Almelund Threshing Company – 17760 St. Croix Trail, Taylors Falls
They host a threshing, vintage farming and classic tractor festival annually over one
weekend in August. The event also includes an antique show and a flea market.
Amador Heritage Center – 37475 Park Trail, Almelund
The museum was established in 1978 in a former two-room brick schoolhouse that also
serves as the Amador Town Hall. The Friends of Amador Heritage Center maintain the
site and they sponsor a community event, the Amador Apple Festival, the third Sunday
of September each year to support the project. The society also owns a property with a
Swedish Immigrant Log Farm. It has several vintage log cabins from the area and other
vintage farm buildings that represent the early agricultural life in Chisago County.
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Franconia Sculpture Park – 29815 Unity Avenue, Shafer (at the intersection of
Highways 8 and 95)
Founded in 1996, this site is a 43-acre outdoor sculpture park with active artist
residency and community arts programming that serves more than 100,000 annual
visitors.
Ironhorse Central Railroad Park – 24880 Morgan Avenue, Chisago City
The site has steam locomotives, other antique railroad equipment and a mile of track
that surround a family picnic area.
St. Croix Scenic Byway – This 124-mile byway follows a route established in 1855
between Point Douglas, Minnesota (in southern Washington County) and Superior,
Wisconsin. Although intended as a highway for troop movement, the road also
attracted earlier pioneer settlers and commercial traffic. In Chisago County, the route
follows Highway 95 north from Washington County to Highway 8 into Taylors Falls. It
then proceeds north from Taylors Falls along County Roads 16 and 12 (past Wild River
State Park) to County Roads 81, 9 and 57 to Rush City. From Rush City the route
continues north on County Road 30 (old Highway 61) into Pine County. The maps on
pages 3-13 and 3-14 show the location of the St. Croix Scenic Byway. The website for
the Byway document points of interest and sites to see along the entire route.
Cemeteries – The Chisago County Historical Society has put on-line records about all
42 cemeteries in the County. This information includes the name, location and a
memorial for each know burial.
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Century Farms
Minnesota’s Century Farm program, coordinated by the Minnesota Farm Bureau and
the Minnesota State Fair, honors the state’s agricultural heritage and culture. Since
1976, this program has been a way of paying tribute to the significance of Minnesota’s
family farming traditions, both past and present. The program recognizes families who
have owned their farms for at least 100 years and are currently involved in agricultural
production of a 50-acre farm, or larger.
The following is a list of the century farms recognized in Chisago County since 1976 (as
of July 14, 2016). (Note: The year in parenthesis is the year of original ownership by a
member of that family.) The map on page 3-18 locates the century farms within the
county.
1976

None

1977

Eugene & Alice Anderson, Lindstrom (1853)

1978

Lloyd & Lois Colliander, Harris (1870)
Alice Philip & Dale Hawkinson, Shafer (1869)

1979

Paul E.L Peterson, Chisago City (1869)

1980

Alfred Macheledt, Rush City (1873)

1981

Shirley Ann Harer Abrahamson, Rush City (1867)
Chester A. Carlson, Lindstrom (1877)
Glen G. & Elaine A. Danger, Braham (1880)
Willard Nystrom, Rush City (1850)
Lucille Mattson Peterson, Rush City (1870)

1982

Gilmore Boeck, Braham (1877)
Filmore Johnson, Harris (1882)
Ray W. & Doris E. Johnson, Taylors Falls (1880)
Ray E. Rue & Myrtle Rue, Shafer (1882)

1983

Caleb W. Nelson, Harris (1881)
Herman & Marie Rothenbacher, Rush City (1883)

1984

Bruce A. & Barbara J. Carlson, Rush City (1876)
Rudolph Chester Peterson, Harris (1877)

1985

William A. Strelow, Braham (1876)
Donald L. & Nancy L. Zachrison, Branch (1882)

1986

George P. & Harriet F. Peterson, Blaine (1884)

1987

Dale F. Sandberg, Taylors Falls (1884)
Donald R. Wilcox, Harris (1885)

1988

Boyce Sunnycrest Farm, North Branch (1887)

1989

Allan & Carol Gustafson, North Branch (1888)
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1990

Leland & Charlotte Herberg, Shafer (1889)
Donald & Shirley Johnson, Center City (1878)
Alma (Mrs. Henry) Lendt, Wyoming (1870)
Wilbur Magnison, North Branch (1885)
Amanda McNeil, Maynard (1890)
Roger & Bernice Medin, Center City (1883)
G. Rodger & Marvin Nelson, Center City (1885)
Arlie & Mary Sederberg, North Branch (1890)

1991

Leland & Charlotte Herberg, Shafer (1889)
Nels Nelson, North Branch (1891)
Everett Larson, Harris (1890)
Wilbur Magnison, North Branch (1890)
Harold A. Nelson, North Branch (1885)

1992

Joesph & Audrey Blom, Harris (1889)
Mrs. Philip C. Johnson, Lindstrom (1892)

1993

Sybrandt Century Farm, Harris (1872)

1994

Abner Swenson (Life Estate to Janice Shaffer), Chisago City (1894)

1995

Edna M. Goranson, Shafer (1895)

1996

None

1997

Harland & Goldie Carlson, North Branch (1885)
Jeff Elsenpeter, Rush City (1894)
Loren & Marlene Peterson, Stacy (1885)

1998

James Mattson, Harris (1989)

1999

None

2000

Mary Ruth Welshons Lelwica, Lindstrom (1857)

2001

Dennis and Christine Johnson, Rush City (1901)
Orville and Lorraine Anderson, Harris (1895)
Harold Eklund, Stanchfield
John and Sandra Miller, Center City (1901)

2002

Johnson Farm, North Branch (1902)
Lulu M Jackson, Shafer (1902)
Harold & Yvanne Lund, Rush City (1902)
Craig Leon Mattson, Chisago City (1891)

2003

Daniel & Valerie Anderson, North Branch (1891)
Alan Holmgren, Chisago City (1903)

2004

Delano and Barbara Olson, Harris

2005

James Carlborn, Harris

2006

Katherine Flynn and O. Craig Anderson, Chisago Lakes Twp.(1902)
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2007

Leif Erickson, Harris (1884)

2007

Conrad Warner and Linnea Lofgren, Rush City (1889)

2008

Larson Family, Rush City (1901)

2008

Engdahl Family, North Branch (1902)

2009

Lofgren Family, Harris (1892)

2009

Lofgren Family, Rush City (1902)

2010

Johnson’s Haven Farm, Rush City (1899)

2011

Hanson Family, Harris (1907)

2011

P.O. Lindberg, North Branch (1910)

2012

Johnson Family, Harris (1878)

2013

Johnson Family, Center City (1913)

2013

Carlson Family, Harris (1882)

2013

Andrews Family, Shafer (1913)

2013

Sundeen Family, Center City (1913)

2013

Oden-Lavin Family, Scandia (1913)

2014

Arnold and Joyce Johnson, Rush City (1914)

2015

Gustafson Family, Center City (1879)
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Cultural Resources Goals & Policies
Goal: Chisago County will strive to maintain its rural character and historic
resources while allowing for logical growth and development by:
1) Encouraging the protection of valuable cultural and historical sites to
preserve the County’s sense of history; and
2) Protecting, preserving and enhancing the County’s significant scenic
and archaeological sites.
Policies:
1. Every effort shall be made to identify and protect historic sites that meet
national, state and local criteria for historic designation from destruction and
harmful alteration.
 Local criteria shall be developed.
 A comprehensive historic sites survey shall be conducted which identifies
the resources of historic significance within the County.
 Once a comprehensive list is established, an annual review shall be
conducted.
2. Chisago County will encourage communities and residents to recognize the
value of historic resources as major contributors to the quality of life and to
cultural vitality, and as resources that both remind us about our past and
provide stimulus to economic vitality and the potential for tourism.
3. The County should encourage local governments to recognize that
neighborhoods are dynamic objects that evolve rather than remain fixed in
time; therefore, they should support preservation strategies that respect the
heritage, context, design and scale of older neighborhoods while recognizing
the evolution of those neighborhoods’ built form.
4. The County should encourage the private sector, independent organizations
and citizens to increase their awareness of, and to protect and enhance
historic resources.
5. Chisago County should encourage local communities to consider joining the
Certified Local Government Program (CLG) to help with their local historic
preservation activities.
6. The County shall encourage inter-jurisdictional cooperation to further the
goals of historic and archaeological preservation.
7. The County shall further the goal of cultural resource preservation using
primarily education and incentives.
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8. The County should encourage local governments to include preservation
goals and policies in their comprehensive plans and reconcile and coordinate
preservation policies with local development policies and regulations.
9. Coordinate review of any developments that may have a potential to impact
historical sites with affected communities and with the Chisago County
Historical Society and the State Historical Society.
10. Billboard and off-premises sign regulations should continue to be
implemented to prevent incompatibility with the rural character and scenic
areas.
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